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Dear parents,
We are delighted to provide another exciting update for Axcel Campus’ activities
since mid-July. First of all, we would like to announce the news that our campus
is now double in size with renovation works completed. We are ready to welcome
new students for the January 2019 intake.

Connecting with the Real World

Mentor Sharing Programme

As part of our vision to A.S.K beyond academic excellence, we continue to engage
with our partners and industry experts to connect students to life after school,
the real world. Various activities have been organized to enrich students’ holistic
learning.

The Mentors, Mr Deepak Sadasivan,
Managing Partner and Mr Adrian Chee,
Senior Partner are highly recognised as
leading corporate lawyers in Malaysia by
many international publications. They lead a
very successful law firm, having won
numerous global recognitions including
Malaysia Law Firm of the Year by Asian Legal
Business Award and IFLR Asia Awards.
Amongst the many life lesson advices, they
shared with students the importance of
reading, embracing the quality of resilience and integrity, bringing
value to customers and most importantly, be generous and willing to
make the best of themselves in any given situation.
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Workshop – Presentation Skills

Ted-Ed Club visit from HQ
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The students were thrilled to meet Ms.
Ashley Kolaya, TED’s Head of Global Student
Programme from Ted-Ed Club headquarters
in New York, United States of America. Ms
Kolaya was on a two-day visit to Malaysia for
Ted-Ed Club’s regional workshop and school
visit to develop a community of TED-Ed
student voice ambassadors in diverse regions
who are motivated, empowered and excited
to grow the TED-Ed Clubs movement. We are
honoured to be selected as one of the very
few approved Ted-Ed Clubs in Malaysia to
receive first-hand experience on TED-Ed’s presentation on literacy
curriculum.

Full day workshops on presentation
skills
were
conducted
by
experienced
trainers
and
practitioners - Mr. Anthony
Fernandez, President of Malaysia
Association
of
Professional
Speakers, Mr Navendra Rao and Ms
May Wong, both of whom are
experienced Toastmasters.
These workshops were held to better
prepare our students for their Ted Talk style competition in November
2018. We will continue to promote the presentation and pitching skills
culture among the students.
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Axcel Science Fair

Axcel-TRIZ Innovation Competition

“Darkest Minds” Science Fair
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Axcel Campus was selected to be one of the
venues for the Little Minds Science Fair held
by Twentieth Century Fox Film, in conjunction
with the release of the movie, “The Darkest
Minds”. Through the few science experiments,
including a “mind-controlling” machine set up
by the organizers, students were able to have
hands-on experiments while enjoying the
activities. Students also received official
merchandize, courtesy of the “The Darkest
Minds” for completing science experiments.
We collaborated with MyTRIZ to organize
the Axcel-TRIZ Innovation Competition.
TRIZ, acronym for Theory of Inventive
Problem Solving, is a methodology to
generate innovative solutions for problem
solving. TRIZ promotes the notion that
universal principles of creativity form the
basis of innovation. Hence, students had a
series of TRIZ workshops to identify and
codify these principles, and uses them to
make the creative process more
predictable prior to the competition.
In fostering scientific learning in
students, active and hands-on learning
is very important. At the Axcel
Science Fair, students generated
their
own
experiments,

ideas
for
science
developed
the

necessary tools and showcased these
to other students. In guiding our
students to appreciate science subjects, students were given the
opportunity to practice writing down their observations as well as
learning the theory behind each experiment.
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Axcel Games Day

During our annual “Axcel Games
Day”, students played friendly
games in dodgeball, basketball
and futsal. Having been coached
in these games earlier, it was
essential for every student to
bring forth the spirit of
teamwork and friendship among
Axcel students. The students
also thoroughly enjoyed the telematches after the games in this one-day event at IM4U. Students
displayed wonderful team cheers and succeeded in creating team flags
with unique designs.

Field Trip
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We believe educational field trips
contribute to better student
outcomes in school and beyond. Our
Year 7 students went on a field trip
to the Science and Engineering
Department of the Tunku Abdul
Rahman University College (“TAR
UC”). Students had the chance to
do hands-on experiments in science
labs while donning professionally-looking lab coats. They also visited
the award winning inventions by TAR UC such as the Flexible Bending
Motion Controlled Electrical Wheelchair with “Kalman Filter Algorithm”
and Nexus Mobile Robot moving in the maze.
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Merdeka Day Celebration

Merdeka Day has a much deeper
significance
than
merely
the
commemoration of independence. It
was a good opportunity to teach our
children about Malaysia’s route to
success – its struggles, progress and
unity.
Students had a fun day;
having learned to march for the first
time, singing the national and state anthems, reciting the national
pledge and ‘Rukun Negara’, as well as students’ performances and
singing a number of patriotic songs.

Certificates Presentation
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Certificates were presented to students for
achievements in the Beaver Computational
Thinking Competition, World Maths Day, Chess
Competition and Financial Intelligence workshop.
Four students also shared their learnings from
the prestigious Asia Leadership Youth Camp – the
Harvard Experience; among others the 5
megatrends, leadership and mentorship, and the
Johari Window Model.

Lastly I would like to thank the parents for their important feedback and support
throughout our journey. We will continue to strive towards promoting a holistic
academic environment to connect our students to the real world. We thank our
team of passionate principals and teachers for their commitment in promoting a
holistic education while making learning fun and engaging through an experiential
and active approach.
Thank you very much for choosing Axcel Campus – A.S.K Beyond Academic
Excellence
Heartfelt Regards, Wynce Low, Chief Education Officer
No. 11, The Cube, Jalan Puteri 7/15, Bandar Puteri Puchong
47100 Puchong, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel : +6016 361 8795 / +6016 881 8795 / +6019-358 8795 / 03-8051 4776
Email : info@axcelcampus.com
www.axcelcampus.com
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Some of Axcel Campus’ Activities and Students’ Effort
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